EXHIBIT K
TO EXTRAORDINARY PETITION OF KIC FOR AFFIRMATION OF VARIANCE
Kiewit’s Noise Variance

- Project Communications
- Sponsorships and Philanthropy
- Construction Activities
- Noise Complaints
- Major Structure Activity Definition
PROJECT COMMUNICATIONS
Coordination and Outreach
PROJECT COMMUNICATION
Coordination and Outreach (All communications are in English & Spanish)

- Communications Task Force
  - NDCC
  - National Western / Stock Show
  - NETC
  - Public Works
  - Adjacent Projects

- Community Office Hours
  - Community liaison

- Collaborator Email
  - Sent weekly to 100 stakeholders

- Project Newsletter
  - Electronic version monthly
  - Printed and distributed quarterly

- Community Realtor Boxes
  - Information updated weekly

- Working Community Group Meeting
  - Hosted monthly by Councilman Brooks w/ translator

- Agency Coordination
  - DEN
  - RTD
  - Emergency responders
  - Major stakeholders
  - DPS (Swansea Elementary)

- Door-to-Door Notifications

- Various Presentations
  - ESGBA membership and monthly update
  - Business presentations
  - Media presentations / tours

- Project Tours

- Social Media Pages
  - Twitter
  - Facebook

- Text Alert System
  - 700 Subscribers

- NDCC Call
  - Monthly w/ translator

- Chips and Chat
  - Hosted monthly w/ translator

- Coffee and Chat
  - Hosted monthly w/ translator

- Hiring Fairs

- PIO Briefings

- Elected Officials Briefings
ADVERTISEMENTS
Visibility in the Community

- Project billboard at Steele/Vasquez and I-70
- Contact information on six (6) sound walls throughout Elyria-Swansea
- Project limit signage
- Contact cards
CONTACT INFORMATION

- Project office signage
- Know Before You Go graphic
  - Posted on every printed material
- "Central 70" Google search
- Contact information on Facebook page
NOISE NOTIFICATIONS

- Postcards mailed to ½-mile radius of I-70 Project-wide
- 4,400 addresses

- Nighttime noise activities highlighted in weekly traffic alert
- Over 4,000 subscribers
Nighttime Noise

Construction activities will be happening day and night. Activities that occur overnight will be within the noise variance limits of 75 decibel hourly average with an allowable spike up to 86 decibels. To make a complaint about construction noise during the night call the 24-hour hotline at 833-C70-INFO (270-4636). DDPHE regulates the noise variance and residents may also call the city at 3-1-1. There is additional information about the variance here.

Nighttime general construction the week of April 14 and 21, 2019 will occur at the following locations:

- Brighton Boulevard and I-70 interchange
- 44th Avenue and Union Pacific Railroad crossing
- 46th Avenue between York Street and Colorado Boulevard
- I-70 between Quebec Street and I-255 interchange
- Colorado Boulevard between 44th and 46th avenues
- Stapleton Driv (north and south) between Colorado Boulevard and Quebec Street
- "Local Road" closure area
- I-70 between Quebec Street and I-255 interchange
- Pearl Street
- I-270 flyover

Construction activities are weather and site-condition dependent, and schedules are subject to change.
SPONSORSHIPS AND PHILANTHROPY

Being a Good Neighbor
SPONSORSHIPS AND PHILANTHROPY

We Don't Waste's Mobile Food Market

WE DON’T WASTE
INNOVATIVE FOOD RECOVERY FOR THE HUNGRY

- KMP sponsorship of We Don't Waste's 2019 operating costs
- Over 900 families
- Average of 40 lbs. of food per family
- Approximately 200,000 servings
- Bi-weekly community volunteering to distribute food to local community
  - Focus Points
  - Garden Place Academy
- Join us July 26 at Garden Place Academy
SPONSORSHIPS AND PHILANTHROPY

Community Impact

- School supply drive
  - Two truck loads of school supplies
- Northfield ice rink sponsorship
- Coat drive
  - Hundreds of winter supplies donated
- Earth Day activities
- Food drives
  - Supplied two months worth of food to Greater Park Hill
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

I-25 to Brighton Boulevard
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
Brighton Boulevard

January 2019

April 2019
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

UPRR to Colorado Boulevard

- UPRR Excavation
- Embankment
- SOE
- Track work

- Lowered Section
  - Excavation
  - Shaft Walls

- Cover Section
  - Excavation
  - Shaft Walls

- 46th South (York to Cook)
  - Drainage
  - Utilities

- Colorado Blvd
  - Bridge Construction

Future Cover
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

UPRR

January 2019

April 2019
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
Swansea Elementary School

January 2019  April 2019
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
Colorado Boulevard

January 2019

April 2019
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

Colorado Boulevard to Holly Street
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
Holly Street to I-270

Colorado to Quebec
Removals, Detours and Temp Barrier

East Segment (Sand Creek to Peoria)
I-270 Flyover
MSE Walls at I-270 and Peoria Bridges
Embankments
Peoria Bridge Demo / Reconstruct
Peoria CIP walls
Mainline Paving
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
I-270 to Peoria Street
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

Peoria Street

January 2019

April 2019
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

Peoria Street to I-225
NOISE COMPLAINTS TO-DATE
Zero substantiated noise complaints

2018 Location of call  2019 Location of call
NOISE COMPLAINTS SUMMARY

Zero Substantiated Noise Complaints

- 43rd Avenue and Elizabeth Street – Two calls (2018)
  - No work in the area

- 43rd Avenue and Thompson Street (2018)
  - No work in the area

- 47th Avenue and York Street (2018)
  - Caller was testing system

- 44th Avenue and Pearl Street (2018)
  - City-related project

- Dahlia Street and 38th Avenue (2019)
  - City-related project

- 26th Avenue and Steele Street (2019)
  - City-related project
MAJOR STRUCTURE ACTIVITY

Definition
MAJOR STRUCTURE ACTIVITY

• Current definition of Major Structure Activity
  • Major Structure Activity shall mean any Construction Activity involving a Major Structure
    • Major Structure shall mean any bridge, viaduct, mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) walls, the cover
      and cast in place (CIP) walls.

• Redefinition of Major Structure Activity
  • Major Structure Activity shall mean any demolition involving a Major Structure.
  • Allows new bridge, MSE wall, cover, and CIP wall construction to work under General Construction

• Redefinition is aligned with current Allowable Noise Levels and Eligibility Zone
  Requirements
  • Hourly Leq of 75 dBA
  • Lmax of 86 dBA
  • If Construction Activity is expected to exceed Allowable Noise Levels
    • Work is completed during day time hours
    or
    • Eligibility Zone is created and hotel vouchers are utilized